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When all of the whales in the ocean leave their home to walk 

around on land, people don’t quite know what to think. 

Soon everyone is sharing their swimming pools, trains are hard  

to squeeze into and restaurants are running out of fish. 

Until a smart little girl decides to ask the whales why they have 

come out of the ocean and into the cities and towns . . .

A powerful and thought-provoking book from  
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When the whales walked out of the ocean  

and into the cities and towns,  

they were greeted with smiles from the children . . . 



from others they only got frowns.

The man selling fish was delighted.



But the swimming pool users were not. 



And the lady who rented out bicycles, 

was pumping up tyres a lot. 



The trains were a bit overcrowded,  

but were filled with a beautiful song. 

And the ballet was slightly less graceful, 

but the dancers were awfully strong. 
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Newspapers filled up with stories 

about all the ups and the downs. 

When the whales walked out of the ocean

and into the cities and towns.




